
Name:  ____________________________

Using Commas When Writing Dates

      When writing out a date, place a comma between the day and date.

                      example:  
                      I was born on February 28, 2010.
                      Place a comma between the numbers 28 and 2010.

      Also, place a comma between the day of the week
      and the month.
                      example:  
                      My brother will be 30 years on Tuesday, May 26, 2020.
                      Place a comma between the words Tuesday and May.  

           Place another comma between the numbers 26 and 2020.

Rewrite each sentence.  Use correct capitalization and punctuation.  Include commas 
where necessary.

1.    my parents moved into this house on march 17 2008

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

2.    my grandmother was born on friday august 7 1959 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

3.    how old will you be on thursday july 28 2061

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

4.    the movie was released on december 16 2016

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Using Commas When Writing Dates

      When writing out a date, place a comma between the day and date.

                      example:  
                      I was born on February 28, 2010.
                      Place a comma between the numbers 28 and 2010.

      Also, place a comma between the day of the week
      and the month.
                      example:  
                      My brother will be 30 years on Tuesday, May 26, 2020.
                      Place a comma between the words Tuesday and May.  

           Place another comma between the numbers 26 and 2020.

Rewrite each sentence.  Use correct capitalization and punctuation.  Include commas 
where necessary.

1.    my parents moved into this house on march 17 2008

My parents moved into this house on March 17, 2008.

2.    my grandmother was born on friday august 7 1959 

My grandmother was born on Friday, August 7, 1959.

3.    how old will you be on thursday july 28 2061

How old will you be on Thursday, July 28, 2061?

4.    the movie was released on december 16 2016

The movie was released on December 16, 2016.
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